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Branch crack development from the flank of a fatigue crack
propagating in mode II
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A B S T R A C T The propagation of fatigue cracks in mode II often leads to the development of a
branch starting from a crack flank, some distance behind the tip and not to the expected
bifurcation at the crack tip. This type of branch is suggested to initiate by decohesion
along a secondary slip plane and to grow in mode I due to the tensile component of
the mode II stress field. Finite element calculations are performed to evaluate the stress
intensity factors for the main crack and the branch as a function of the position of the
latter. It is shown that the branch has a substantial shielding effect on the main crack
and generates contact forces along its flanks. The simultaneous and competitive growth
of the main crack and the branch in fatigue is simulated step by step using kinetic data
for mode II and mode I obtained for a maraging steel.

Keywords branching; crack; fatigue; finite element; friction; mode II.

N O M E N C L A T U R E b=distance along the flanks from the main crack tip to the branch crack
s=length of the branch crack behind the main crack tip

KII=stress intensity factor for the main crack
k∞I , k∞II=stress intensity factors for the branch crack behind the main crack tip

k*I=stress intensity factor for a branch crack at the main crack tip.
m=friction coefficient

flanks increases with a corresponding decrease in the
I N T R O D U C T I O N

effective stress intensity factor DK eff
II . They decelerate,

down to a given growth rate (corresponding to a trans-Linear elastic fracture mechanics predicts that a crack
loaded in plane shear will bifurcate in a direction for ition threshold DK eff

II,th estimated as 17 MPaEm for a
M250 maraging steel7) below which bifurcation occurswhich the tangential stress is maximum (at an angle of

−70.5°, according to Erdogan and Sih1) or for which (In Ref. [7] it is suggested that this kind of bifurcation
occurs when the mode I growth rate of the incipientthe mode I stress intensity factor is maximum

(k*I=1.23KII) and the mode II stress intensity factor k*II branch crack at the main crack tip, submitted to
Dk*I (−77.3°)=1.23DKeff

II,th becomes higher than theis zero (at an angle of −77.3°, according to Amestoy
et al.,2 Bilby and Cardew3 as well as Wu4) not to mention mode II growth rate corresponding to DK eff

II,th).
However, in the aforementioned study on a maragingother criteria based on energy density. As fatigue crack

growth is a function of the stress intensity factor, steel, mode II propagation was observed to end quite
often by the development of a branch crack issued fromAmestoy’s criterion seems the most appropriate to ana-

lyse branching and will be used below. a crack flank, some distance behind the main crack tip
and not from the crack tip itself (Fig. 1). A recent paperNevertheless, shear mode propagations have been

observed over centimetric distances in fatigue, for suf- by Murakami and Takahashi8 reports a similar obser-
vation on a medium carbon steel (see Fig. 4 of Ref [8]).ficient levels of DKII for which small scale yielding

conditions however, still prevailed.5–7 As these fatigue Such a phenomenon is also reported for a 18-8 stainless
steel and an LY12CZ aluminium alloy by Wang et al.9cracks propagate under constant nominal loading

DKnom
II , the energy dissipated by the friction of their (see Fig. 4 of Ref [9]). In the maraging steel, many
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Fig. 1 Branching of a mode II crack from a

crack flank in a maraging steel (the distance

between engraved lines is 100 mm).

microcracks, more or less perpendicular to the main will finally bifurcate to grow at 45° to the main crack,
along a principal plane. This final stage will not becrack plane where observed along each of the crack

flanks (Fig. 2). This is probably related to the activation considered here.
In a recent paper that prompted the present study,of secondary slip systems at the crack tip (in addition

to the coplanar primary slip system), followed by Kfouri10 suggested that this type of transverse branch
crack sustains a higher stress intensity factor than theshear+tensile decohesion along the localized slip band.

(Considering only the directions where the shear stress branch emanating from the crack tip itself with the
inclination predicted by Erdogan and Sih1 and might
thus develop preferentially. Kfouri’s calculations considersrh=

KII

√2pr
cos
h

2 A1−3 sin2h

2B the singular stress field of the main crack, neglecting the
redistribution of stresses due to the presence of the smallis extremal, an inclination of ±120° of secondary slip
branch. It will be shown below that this approximationplanes would be predicted, but the activation of slip
is justified when the branch crack is far enough from thesystems is also determined by local crystal orientations.
main crack tip.As a result, most microbranches observed are more or

The aim of this paper is to analyse, through finiteless transverse, that is why this orientation is considered
element (FE) calculation, the influence of an incipientin the following). Once initiated and left behind by the
branch crack of length s, perpendicular to the main crackadvancing crack tip, those located along the flank where
and located along the flank where sXX>0, at a distancethe stress
b behind its tip, on the stress field at the main crack tip
[Fig. 3(a)] in order to explain, qualitatively, the unusual

sxx=
−KII

√2pr
.sin
h

2
. A2+cos

h

2
cos

3h

2 B type of branching observed in mode II on maraging
steel7 and some other alloys.8,9 Calculations are per-

is tensile (i.e. for h=−p) will undergo mode I loading,
formed in elasticity (a correct analysis of the stress field

with Kmin/Kmax=0. After some propagation in the trans-
behind the main crack tip in elasto-plasticity would

verse direction due to this mode I loading, the branch
require a node release procedure to simulate propa-
gation, which is outside the scope of the present paper).
The stress field at the branch tip is determined as a
function of its position and the preference for bifurcation
from the tip or for branching from a flank is discussed.

F I N I T E E L E M E N T M O D E L L I N G O F I N C I P I E N T

B R A N C H I N G

As long as the branch is small, it generates only local
stress redistributions and at some distance from the
branch crack tip, the stress and strain fields are similar
to those found without a branch. In situ experiments7

have shown that at the tip of the cracks grown in
compact tension–shear (CTS) specimens loaded in shear,
the relative crack flanks displacement were pure mode II.
The aim here is not to represent the entire specimensFig. 2 Microcracks initiated along secondary slip bands on the
but to analyse the stress field in a small area around theflank of a mode II crack in a maraging steel. (pitch of the grids:

5 mm. Propagation downwards). crack tip. Moreover, the initial growth of the branch is
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Fig. 3 (a) Geometry of the problem; (b) circular mesh

used for FE calculations; (c) detail.

controlled only by the singular part of the stress field to 20. The asymptotic displacement field corresponding
to KII=1 MPaEm in plane strain is applied along thedue to the main crack (i.e. the influence of far-field

terms is negligible). For those reasons, a circular mesh border of the mesh. (As the primary variables in the FE
approximation of the variational formulation are dis-containing the main crack and the branch was con-

structed with four nodes quadrilateral and three nodes placements, fixed displacement boundary conditions are
more accurate than fixed stresses. Furthermore this typetriangular elements [Fig. 3(b),(c)]. The outer radius of

the mesh, R is at least 20b and at least 100s. The size of of boundary conditions automatically eliminate rigid
body motions).the elements around the branch crack tip is s/10 and

around the main crack tip s/20. Since elastic behaviour Figure 4 shows how the plate deforms with these
boundary conditions alone (with a large amplification).is considered, results depend on the non-dimensional

parameter b/s only. This parameter is varied from 0.25 It can be seen on Fig. 4(b) that the branch crack opens
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the prescribed unit value of KII and the value computed
by the G-Théta procedure was no more than 10−4%
and KI was zero with the same precision. When the
branch is present, due to the perturbation it introduces,
the accuracy of the computed values of the stress intensity
factors is reduced to approximately 0.1%.

Frictionless contact

The evolution of the effective mode II stress intensity
factor at the main crack tip as a function of the ratio b/s
is plotted on Fig. 5. It can be seen that the branch has a
strong shielding effect on the main crack. For b/s=0.25,
KII is decreased by 50% compared to its apparent value
which is recovered only when b/s>5. This is the reason
why the approximate calculation of k∞I as:

k∞I=sxxEps=
2KIIEps

E2pb
=KIIS2s

b
(1)

overestimates k∞I for small values of b/s if the apparent
value of KII (that is here 1 MPaEm) neglecting the
shielding effect of the branch is used. This is illustrated
on Fig. 6 where the values of k∞I issued from finite
element calculations and from Eq. (1) are plotted as a
function of b/s.

Knowing the effective value of KII it is possible to
evaluate the stress intensity factor k*I=1.23KII of a
potential branch emanating from the main crack tip with
the angle of −77.3° predicted by Amestoy et al.2 and to
compare it with k∞I. This is done on Fig. 7. It appears
that k∞I>k*I if the branch located along the flank is close
enough to the main crack tip (b/s∏1.5). Moreover,Fig. 4 (a) Deformed mesh (with a large amplification); (b) detail

showing the interpenetration of the main crack flanks induced by Fig. 8 shows that the branch is also submitted to a non-
the mode II component along the branch. negligible mode II component, so that a comparison in

terms of energy release rate is even more favourable to
the branch located along the crack flank.

and that there is also a mode II component which
induces some interpenetration of the main crack flanks.
In the following, a condition of non-interpenetration
was thus enforced. Two cases were considered: fric-
tionless contact and Coulomb friction with a friction
coefficient m=1. The effective stress intensity factor of
the main crack KII , and those of the branch crack
k∞I, k∞II were determined by a perturbation method11

(virtual crack advance procedure named G-Théta in the
CASTEM code) as a function of b/s. The number of
layers of elements around the crack tip that were virtually
moved to derive the energy release rate was varied
between 1 and 10 and it was checked that the results did
not depend on this number. The calculations were
validated by the following test: the flanks of the branch
were merged (thus keeping only the main straight crack)
and the asymptotic displacement field corresponding to

Fig. 5 Evolution of KII at the main crack tip as a function of b/s.KII=1 MPaEm was imposed. The difference between
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Coulomb friction

For that case, it was first checked that contact stresses
are negligible in the immediate vicinity of the main
crack tip, so that the perturbation method used to
determine the stress intensity factors is still valid. In the
range of low b/s values for which the branch is submitted
to some mode II loading, the introduction of friction
along the main crack flanks reduces the stress intensity
factor KII at its tip (Fig. 5). It also reduces k∞I and k∞II at
the branch crack tip, but to a lesser extent, so that
k∞I/k*I is increased and also k∞I>k*I for a wider range of
b/s (b/s∏2) (Fig. 9). For large values of b/s, the mode II
component on the branch crack is zero, so that contact
and friction do not affect the values of the stress intensityFig. 6 Comparison of k∞I obtained through finite element
factors any more.calculation (frictionless contact) with the approximate value

obtained via Eq. (1).

D I S C U S S I O N

The results of finite element calculations with frictionless
contact will now be used to simulate the competitive
growth of the small branch and that of the main crack
submitted to cyclic loading with constant DKII and
Kmin/Kmax=0. The idea that the direction of fatigue
crack growth under multiaxial loading is determined by
a maximum velocity criterion, proposed by Hourlier
et al.,12 adopted by Tschegg and Stanzl.13 or Brown
et al.14 to analyse branching from mode III to mode I,
as well as by Pinna and Doquet7 for branching from
mode II to mode I when branching occurs at the main
crack tip is put in practice in these simulations where
the fastest of the two cracks will unload the other one.
The aim is just to derive a trend for the evolution of b/s
when the branch is still small enough that its growth isFig. 7 Comparison of mode I stress intensity factors for the branch
governed by the singular part of the stress field at theissued from the crack flank and a branch issued from the crack tip
main crack tip (it is clear that at a later stage, the branchwith an angle of−77.3° (frictionless contact).

Fig. 9 Comparison of mode I stress intensity factors for the branch

K
f II

Fig. 8 Evolution of the mode II stress intensity factor for the issued from the crack flank and a branch issued from the crack tip

with an angle of−77.3° (contact with friction, m=1).branch as a function of b/s.
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will bifurcate to grow at 45° to the main crack, along a
principal plane). The branch is considered to grow in
mode I, neglecting the small mode II component.

Experimental data on mode I and mode II kinetics
were obtained on a M250 maraging steel from tests
performed on precracked CTS or tubular specimens
with microgrids on their surface.7,15 Accurate measure-
ments of the relative displacement profiles along the
crack flanks were performed while the specimens were
loaded inside a scanning electron microscope. An inverse
analysis of the measured displacement profiles yielded
the effective stress intensity factors, allowance made for
friction forces due to asperities on the crack flanks. That
way, the kinetic data plotted on Fig. 10 were obtained.
The mode I kinetics can be described by: da/dN=
10−7DK2

I whereas for mode II for DKII�22 MPaEm,
da/dN=4.1×10−7 DK2

II. Below this value, the curve
for mode II, in spite of some scatter in the data, seems
to bend and to cross the mode I kinetics around
18 MPaEm. This part of the curve has been described
by a power law with a higher exponent. These data are
used in the present study for a qualitative analysis of the
unusual branching behind the main crack tip observed
on this material.

An incremental calculation is performed: at each step,
knowing b/s, the values of KII and k∞I are deduced from
previous finite element calculations and plugged in the
mode II and mode I crack growth equations, respectively.
b and s are then incremented and the loop starts again.

Two simulations have been performed with an initial
branch length s of 0.02 mm and b/s=1. In the first case
DKII was 40 MPaEm and it can be seen on Fig. 11 that Fig. 11 Simulation of the simultaneous growth of the main crack
in spite of the shielding effect of the branch on the main and the branch for a test under KII=40 MPaEm. (a) Evolution of

the stress intensity factors; (b) evolution of b/s.

crack tip, the main crack propagates fast enough to leave
the branch behind. The branch is thus unloaded pro-
gressively and the main crack recovers its normal stress
intensity factor.

In the second simulation, DKII was 26 MPaEm which
is closer to the bend in the mode II crack growth curve.
Figure 12 shows that in that case, b/s decreases, which
means that the branch crack grows faster than the main
crack and tends to unload it.

This is qualitatively consistent with observations made
by Murakami and Hamada16 who performed mode II
propagation tests on a rail steel. They observed much
‘partial local branching’ on the fracture surfaces, inclined
approximately 70° to the main crack (so that the mode I
stress intensity factor undergone by these aborted
branches when they are left behind the main crack tip isFig. 10 Data on mode I and mode II fatigue crack growth kinetics
probably smaller than that calculated above for a trans-in M250 maraging steel (from Refs [7] and [15]) used for the

simulations. verse branch, but large similarities between both cases
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C O N C L U S I O N S

In a previous paper,7 the final bifurcation of mode II
cracks grown under constant nominal DKII in a maraging
steel was analysed, using a maximum velocity criterion,
for the case where branching takes place at the main
crack tip. Experiments have shown that sometimes, the
development of an initially transverse branch from the
flank of a fatigue crack propagating in mode II may be
preferred to bifurcation at the tip. The present FE
analysis explains that this is due to the shielding effect
of such a branch on the main crack and that it is more
likely to occur when the mode II growth rate is small
(due to a small effective DKII) and when crack flank
friction is high.
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